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Abstract—Random binning is an efficient, yet complex, cod-
ing technique for the symmetric L-description source coding
problem. We propose an alternative approach, that uses the
quantized samples of a bandlimited source as “descriptions”. By
the Nyquist condition, the source can be reconstructed if enough
samples are received. We examine a coding scheme that combines
sampling and noise-shaped quantization for a scenario in which
only K < L descriptions or all L descriptions are received. Some
of the received K-sets of descriptions correspond to uniform
sampling while others to non-uniform sampling. This scheme
achieves the optimum rate-distortion performance for uniform-
sampling K-sets, but suffers noise amplification for nonuniform-
sampling K-sets. We then show that by increasing the sampling
rate and adding a random-binning stage, the optimal operation
point is achieved for anyK-set.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Sampling can be viewed as a signal-processing analogue
of random binning. When using random binning, lossless
reconstruction is possible as long as the binning rate is higher
than the source entropy, regardless of the source specific
distribution. Similarly, perfect reconstruction of a bandlim-
ited signal is possible when the average sampling rate is at
least twice the signal bandwidth (Nyquist rate), regardless
of its specific spectrum. Furthermore, just as samples can
be accumulated at arbitrary time instances, partial binning
information can be combined, until the condition for perfect
(lossless) reconstruction is met. These universality properties
extend to a vector of correlated sources by the Slepian-Wolf-
Cover theorem for random binning, and by the vector sampling
expansions theorems for sampling.

We study the potential and limitations of this analogy in
the multiple description (MD) problem. Multiple descriptions
is a joint source-channel coding problem, in which several (L)
coded representations (descriptions) of the source are created.
The source can be reconstructed from any subset of received
descriptions, with resulting distortion that decreases with the
number of received descriptions. While the focus in the past
was mainly on the two-description case (e.g., [1], [2]), the
many-descriptions (L > 2 descriptions) case is recently getting
more attention, as a good framework for robust multimedia
transmission over packet-switching networks in the presence
of packet loss.

The Gaussian MD rate-distortion region is not known for
L > 2 descriptions, and most research focus on certain special
cases. An interesting special case is the symmetric MD, in
which all the descriptions have the same rate, and the distortion
depends only on the number of received descriptions. The best
known achievable schemes for the symmetric MD problem
(Gaussian source and MSE) are based on a coding scheme
that was proposed by Puri, Pradhan and Ramchandran (PPR) in
[3]. The key concept of the PPR scheme is ”randomly binned
codebooks”, which is inspired by source coding with side
information. It enables the encoder to encode each description
while treating the otherL − 1 as potential side information,
which may be available at the decoder, and thereby reduces
the coding rate. While it is unknown whether this scheme
is optimal for the general (Gaussian) symmetric case, it is
optimal for a special case, in which one is interested only in
receiving someK < L descriptions or allL descriptions [4].
We refer to this special case as the “K-or-L“ problem.

From a practical point of view, however, there is a need for
a coding scheme that can easily generate a large number of
descriptions, while not sacrificing too much in performance.
One such a coding scheme was presented by the authors in
[6], where the two-description solution of [5] is extended to L
descriptions, and is proved to be optimal for the1-or-L MD
problem (K = 1). This scheme is based on oversampling and
dithered lattice quantization with noise shaping, and is referred
to as the DSQ scheme, since it was inspired by delta-sigma
quantization. In the DSQ scheme each description consists of
quantized source samples taken at different time instances.
In [6] each description was sampled exactly at the source’s
Nyquist rate, thus, the source could be reconstructed from
any single description. As more descriptions are received,the
decoder can use the fact that the source is bandlimited, to filter
some of the quantization noise, and thus reduce the distortion.
The noise shaping operation enables to trade-off the side
distortion (single description) for the amount of improvement
in distortion with any additional received description.

In this paper, motivated by the analogy between random
binning and sampling, we study two coding schemes based
on the DSQ scheme for theK-or-L problem. In the first
scheme, each description is sampled at1/K of the source’s
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Nyquist rate, and is referred to as DSQ with sub-Nyquist
sampling scheme. In this case, reconstruction without aliasing
is possible when receivingK descriptions or more. We show
that while this solution achieves the optimal performance
for receivedK-description sets that correspond to a uniform
sampling pattern, the other sets suffer from higher distortion
due to noise amplification in nonuniform sampling [7]. In
the second scheme, to avoid noise amplification, we sample
each description at the source’s Nyquist rate as in [6] and
use random binning coding to compensate for the redundancy
due to the oversampling (eachK descriptions are sampledK
times faster than the Nyquist rate). We prove that this scheme
achieves the same performance as the PPR scheme; thus, it is
optimal for theK-or-L problem.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates
theK-or-L problem and presents the PPR and DSQ schemes.
In Section III we study the DSQ scheme with sub-Nyquist
sampling, while in Section IV we combine the Nyquist DSQ
scheme with random binning. Section V concludes the paper.

II. T HE PPRAND DSQ CODING SCHEMES

We begin this section with some notation. We use upper
case letters (X) for stochastic variables and lower case letters
(x) for their realization. Vectors or infinite sequences will
be indicated by bold face (X). For any sequencea we
define itsith streamby the subsequencea(i)n = ai+nL, where
L is the number of descriptions. For any set of indices
J ⊆ {0, 1, ..., L− 1} we definea(J) as the vector process
a
(J)
n = (a

(j1)
n , a

(j2)
n , ..., a

(j|J|)
n ).

Now we will briefly present theK-or-L MD problem (for a
more complete formulation see [4]). LetX be a stationary and
memoryless Gaussian process with zero mean and variance
σ2
X . X is encoded byL encoding functions to produceL

descriptions at equal rateR. Denote the distortion (MSE)
achieved at the decoder when receiving a setJ of descriptions
by dJ . In the symmetric MD problem the distortiondJ de-
pends onJ only through|J |, thus we can replacedJ by d|J|. In
theK-or-L problem only distortion constraintsdK anddL are
considered. The minimum achievable rate for given distortion
constraints(dK , dL) is the rate-distortion function (RDF) and
is denoted byRK,L(dK , dL). A common representation of
the MD problem is of many receivers, where each receives a
different set of descriptions. In theK-or-L problem there are
(

L
K

)

”first layer” receivers, where each receives a different set
of K descriptions, and a ”central receiver” which receives all
L descriptions.

In [4] Wang and Viswanath gaveRK,L(dK , dL) implicitly
as an optimization problem for a vector Gaussian source
with MSE fidelity criterion. For a scalar Gaussian source, the
explicit solution to this optimization problem is (see [6])

RK,L(dK , dL) =
1

2K
log2

(

(L−K)(σ2
X − dL)

L(dK − dL)

)

+
1

2L
log2

(

Kσ2
X(dK − dL)

(L−K)dL(σ2
X − dK)

)

. (1)

We observe that the total rateLRK,L(dK , dL) depends on
(K,L) only through the ratioL/K. In other words, the RDF
for the K-or-L problem equals the RDF for the1-or-L/K
problem. We refer to this as the “scaling property” of the RDF
and exploit it in Section III.

PPR scheme:In [3], Pradhan et al gave a new coding
scheme for the general symmetric MD problem, to which they
referred as(L,K) source-channel erasure codes, and we refer
to it simply as the PPR scheme. Although in [8] they extend
this scheme by layering several such codes with differentK
values, in this paper we consider only one layer (as in [3]).

The PPR coding scheme consists of two steps as follows. In
the first step the source is encoded usingL independent Gaus-
sian codebooks with rateR′. The ith codebook is constructed
using the marginal distribution of the random variables{Yi}

L

1

given byYi = X + Vi, where{Vi}
L
1 (denoted byQi in [3])

are identically distributed jointly Gaussian random variables
(independent ofX) with varianceσ2

V and pairwise correlation
coefficientρ. The codewords in each codebook are randomly
assigned to2nR bins, and in the second coding step each
codeword is encoded using its bin index. The PPR binning
rateR should be high enough so that when receiving some
|J | ≥ K descriptions the decoder can find only one|J |-
tuple of codewords, one from each relevant codebook, that
are jointly typical. The random binning coding is the key
component of the PPR scheme, and it enables the encoder
to use the fact that at leastK descriptions are available at
the decoder in order to reduce the coding rate. We notice that
while the first coding step is lossy, the second one is lossless
(when receiving at leastK descriptions).

The distortions and rate of the PPR scheme (forσ2
X = 1)

are given in [3] by

dJ =
σ2
V [1 + (|J | − 1)ρ]

|J |+ σ2
V [1 + (|J | − 1)ρ]

, ∀J : |J | ≥ K (2)

R =
1

2
log2

[

[

K + σ2
V (1 + (K − 1)ρ)

σ2
V (1− ρ)

]
1
K
[

1− ρ

1 + (L − 1)ρ

]
1
L

]

(3)
The PPR scheme was proved to be optimal for theK-or-
L problem for a memoryless Gaussian source by Wang and
Viswanath in [4]. Thus, if we expressρ andσ2

V as a function
of dL anddK by using (2), then (3) coincides with (1).

DSQ scheme:Let us now introduce a coding scheme,
which generalizes the scheme we proposed in [5] and [6].
This scheme is based on oversampling and entropy-coded
dithered (lattice) quantization (ECDQ) with noise shaping
at the encoder and linear estimation at the decoder. The
oversampling process creates redundant representations of the
source, while the noise shaping operation enables controlling
the distortions at the different receivers. For simplicityof the
exposition, we introduce the scheme using scalar quantization.

The DSQ coding scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. At the
encoder, the source sequencex is being oversampled by some
oversampling factorγ to produce the oversampled sequence
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Fig. 1. The DSQ coding scheme. Illustrated on the left is the encoder, which producesL descriptions using oversampling and dithered quantization. Illustrated
on the right is the decoder operation when a setJ =

{

j1, j2, ..., j|J|

}

of descriptions is received. LC and LD stand for lossless coding and lossless decoding
respectively. The time indexn corresponds to the original sampling rate, whilek corresponds to the oversampled rate.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. A four-description example: (a) all four descriptions; (b) a set of 2
descriptions that correspond to a uniform sampling pattern; and, (c) a set of
2 descriptions that correspond to a non-uniform sampling pattern.

a, which is bandlimited to|ω| ≤ π
γ

. Before being quantized,
the sequencea is combined with noise feedback̃e, which
is created by feeding the quantization errore back through
a causal filterC′(z). The resulting signala′ = a + ẽ is
sequentially quantized using dithered quantizer with second
momentσ2

E , to yield the quantized sequenceaq = Q(a′+z),
where the ditherz is known to both the encoder and the
decoder. The dither process is i.i.d., independent of the source
and uniformly distributed over a basic cell of the quantizer.

The quantized seriesaq in the output of the quan-
tizer is being de-multiplexed sample-by-sample toL streams
{aq

(0),aq
(1), ...,aq

(L−1)}, each is losslessly encoded (condi-
tioned on the dither) to yield a description. Since the encoder
does not know which descriptions will be received, it encodes
each description independently of the others (distributedcod-
ing). In Section III, we use sample-by-sample entropy-coding,
thus each stream can be losslessly reconstructed by itself,
while in Section IV we use random binning so that only when
receiving at leastK descriptions, the corresponding streams
can be reconstructed. Since the scheme is time invariant all
descriptions have the same rate. We notice that, as in the PPR
scheme, the encoding procedure is divided into a lossy step
(the quantization) followed by a lossless step.

Upon receiving some set of descriptionsJ , the receiver
decodes the|J | streams

{

aq
(j)

}

j∈J
and subtracts the dither

to get
{

â(j)
}

j∈J
from which it estimates the source se-

quence. For simplicity we consider linear estimation, which
is asymptotically optimal for Gaussian source and a good
lattice quantizer, as the lattice dimension tends to∞ [5]. Each
received description corresponds to noisy uniform sampling
of the source at sampling rate ofγ/L. The interleaved|J |
descriptions at the receiver correspond to either uniform sam-

wπ−π π/γ−π/γ

|C(ejw)|2

δ1−γ

δ

Fig. 3. The magnitude spectrum of the optimal noise shaping filter.

pling (“uniform receivers”) or periodicnonuniformsampling
(“nonuniform receivers”) as demonstrated in Fig. 2. For any
oversampling factor and noise shaping filter, the reconstruction
rule and the resulting distortion may depend not only upon the
number of received descriptions but (generally) also upon the
descriptions that are received.

Using the properties of ECDQ (see [5]) the quantizer output
is given by the test channel̂ak = ak + ǫk, with “equivalent
noise” ǫk , ẽk + ek. ǫk is statistically independent of the
source and is obtained by passing the quantization noiseek
through a monic causal noise-shaping filterC(z) = C′(z)+1.
Since the quantization error of the dithered quantizer is white
with varianceσ2

E , it follows that the equivalent noise spec-
trum is given bySǫ(w) = |C(ejw)|2σ2

E . In this paper we
use a monic causal minimum phase filter with a magnitude
spectrum that is given in Fig. 3. The high-pass nature of
the noise-shaping filter causes each couple of descriptions
to be negatively correlated, as in Ozarow’s test channel (for
two descriptions). The parameterδ controls the shape of
quantization noise, and thus the trade-off betweendK anddL.
The larger the value ofδ is, the more negatively correlated the
descriptions are, and the greater the ratiodK/dL is.

While in the discussion above we used scalar quantization,
in the next sections we will assume anM -dimensional lattice
vector quantizer, with a normalized second momentGM . This
quantization scheme can be obtained by demultiplexing the
original i.i.d. source intoM independent parallel processes
and applying the scheme in Fig. 1 to each, while using one
commonM dimensional quantizer (see [5] for details).

III. DSQ SCHEME WITH SUB-NYQUIST SAMPLING

In this section, we study the possibility of achieving the
RDF of the GaussianK-or-L problem using DSQ-based



scheme with a sub-Nyquist per-description sampling rate. In
order to take advantage of the knowledge that at leastK
descriptions are available at the decoder, each description is
sampled at1/K of the source’s Nyquist rate. Only when re-
ceiving at leastK descriptions, the source can be reconstructed
at the decoder without aliasing (of the source spectrum).

To achieve the desired sampling rate at each of the descrip-
tions, we use an oversampling factor ofL

K
. When using this

oversampling factor, the distortion at the first layer receivers
depends not only on the number of received descriptions, but
also on the specific set. We begin by considering the uniform
receivers and notice that they all have the same distortion.
Since uniform sampling when receivingK descriptions is not
possible ifK does not divideL, we assume thatL

K
is an

integer. The following theorem gives an optimality result for
this coding scheme for the uniform receivers only.

Theorem 1. Let L andK be integers such thatK dividesL.
The coding rate and distortions at the uniform receivers of the
DSQ coding scheme in Fig. 1, withγ = L

K
, lattice quantizer

of dimensionM and the noise shaping filter in Fig. 3, achieve
the RDF of theK-or-L problem given in (1), up to a rate loss
of at most 1

2K log2 (2πeGM ) bit per source sample.

It is known that there exist lattices whereGM → 1
2πe as

M → ∞. For such a sequence of good lattice quantizers, the
above rate loss tends to zero asM tends to infinity.

Proof: Due to lack of space we give a shortened version
of the proof, and rely on results from [6]. By taking a DSQ
scheme forL

K
descriptions withγ = L

K
and splitting sample-

by-sample each of theL
K

streams at the ECDQ output (before
the lossless encoding) intoK streams, we get aL-description
DSQ scheme. We notice that in the resulting scheme, each
set of K descriptions that corresponds to uniform sampling
originated from one description of the original scheme. Now,
since the original DSQ scheme have the desired properties
for the 1-or-L/K problem by [6, Theorem 1] and using the
“scaling property” of the RDF (1), we conclude the proof.

From Theorem 1 we conclude that for the uniform receivers
sub-Nyquist sampling is indeed a substitute for random bin-
ning. However, the distortion at all other receivers is strictly
higher than that at the uniform receivers, a phenomenon
known as noise amplification in nonuniform sampling [7].
On the other hand, we notice that when receiving less than
K descriptions, while the PPR scheme can not recover the
coded descriptions from their bin indices, the DSQ scheme
only suffers from an aliasing effect, that decreases as more
descriptions are received.

IV. DSQ SCHEME WITH RANDOM BINNING

In this section, in order to avoid noise amplification at the
non-uniform receivers, we use an oversampling factor ofL,
thus each description is sampled at the source’s Nyquist rate.
To use the fact that at leastK descriptions are available at
the receiver we use random binning as the lossless coding
step of the DSQ scheme. We begin by describing the simple

reconstruction rules and showing that for oversampling factor
of L, there is no noise amplification at any of the receivers.
Then we prove that when using random binning as the lossless
coding step in this DSQ scheme, it has the same performance
as the PPR scheme, thus, it is optimal for theK-or-L problem.

A. Avoiding Noise Amplification

We will now present a simple but optimal reconstruction
rule from any setJ of received descriptions, and show
that the distortion depends only on the number of received
descriptions. Each received stream (description)â

(i) consists
of Nyquist rate noisy source samples, taken at sampling times
tn = n+ i

L
. We resample each stream at the source original

sampling timestn = n to yield the “phase corrected” stream

ã(i)n =

∞
∑

k=−∞

â
(i)
k sinc

(

n− k −
i

L

)

. (4)

These “phase corrected” streams prove useful in evaluatingthe
scheme distortion and rate, using the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For the DSQ coding scheme in Fig. 1 withγ = L
and any noise shaping filterC(w) having the same magnitude
spectrum as in Fig. 3, the “phase corrected” streams are given
by ã

(i)
n = xn + ǫ̃

(i)
n , where the noise streams̃ǫ(i) are white

with varianceσ2
E

(

1
L
δ1−L + L−1

L
δ
)

, and the cross-correlation
function ofǫ̃(i) and ǫ̃(j) (i 6= j) is given by:

rǫ̃(i) ǫ̃(j)(k) =







−
σ2
E

L
(δ − δ1−L), if k = 0,

0 if k 6= 0
(5)

Using Lemma 1, it is clear that optimal linear estimation of
the sourceX from the “phase corrected” streams is

X̂(J)
n =

αJ

|J |

∑

i∈J

Ã(i)
n , (6)

where αJ = σ2
X

[

σ2
X + σ2

E

(

1
L
δ1−L +

(

1
|J| −

1
L

)

δ
)]−1

is
the Wiener estimation coefficient. Thus the reconstructionrule
from any setJ of descriptions is a simple two step procedure.
In the first step the decoder resample eachâ

(i) at the source
original sampling times to yield the “phase corrected” streams
defined in (4). Then the reconstruction (6) is merely their
per-sample average multiplied byαJ . The distortion achieved
when using this reconstruction rule is

dJ =
σ2
Xσ2

E

(

1
L
δ1−L +

(

1
|J| −

1
L

)

δ
)

σ2
X + σ2

E

(

1
L
δ1−L +

(

1
|J| −

1
L

)

δ
) , (7)

which depends only on the number of received descriptions.
Thus for oversampling factor ofL there is no noise amplifi-
cation (forany number of descriptions).

Remark 1. For the uniform receivers it can be shown that
the reconstruction rule (6) is equivalent to applying a low-
pass filter with bandwidth|J|π

L
and down-sampling by|J |.



B. Achieving theK-or-L RDF

We begin by describing how to apply the random binning
encoding to the DSQ scheme. Each of theL quantized streams
aq

(j) is divided into blocks of sizeN , which have some
distribution over the latticeΛN that depends on the dither.
Each point ofΛN is randomly and independently assigned
to one of2NR bins, whereR is the resulting description rate.
Theith description is the bin index of the corresponding stream
vector of lengthN . When receiving a setJ of descriptions, the
decoder looks for|J | vectors ofΛN , one from each received
bin, that are jointly typical given the known dither. The next
theorem gives an optimality result for this scheme.

Theorem 2. TheL-description DSQ coding scheme in Fig. 1,
with γ = L, noise shaping filter as in Fig. 3 and random
binning encoding of the quantizer outputs, achieves the RDFof
theK-or-L problem given in (1), up to a vanishing (M → ∞)
rate loss of at most12 log2 (2πeGM ) bit per source sample.

Proof: Due to space limitations we present only a sketch
of the proof. For simplicity of exposition we will use scalar
quantization in the derivation, and then extend to lattice
quantization. Moreover, we will assume infinite order filter,
while it can be shown that the same result holds forp → ∞.

By Lemma 1, the random vectors
(

Xn, Ã
(0)
n , ..., Ã

(L−1)
n

)

and (X,Y1, ..., YL) have the same second moments (and
asymptotically the same distribution), where the connection
between the PPR’s(σ2

V , ρ) and the DSQ’s(σ2
E , δ) is given by

σ2
V =

σ2
E

L

(

δ1−L + (L− 1)δ
)

, ρσ2
V = −

σ2
E

L
(δ − δ1−L).

(8)
Using (8), the DSQ distortions (7) equals the PPR distortions
(2), when receiving any set of descriptionsJ (|J | ≥ K).

The DSQ coding rate should be high enough so that for
any received setJ of descriptions (bins) such that|J | ≥ K,
there will be only one|J |-tuple of typical codewords in the|J |
corresponding bins (the one that was sent). We notice that the
coding rate is restricted by the “worst” (maximum entropy)
set J . Now since the input to the random-binning encoder
is ergodic, by using [9, Theorem 2] and conditioning on the
dither, the scheme’s rate is (asN → ∞)

RDSQ−RB = max
J:|J|≥K

H̄
(

Aq
(J)|Z(J)

)

, (9)

whereAq
(J) andZ(J) are stochastic WSS vector processes.

The conditional entropy in (9) was calculated in [10] (Ap-
pendix A) for ECDQ with feedback. Using this result, the
causality of the filter and the quantization noise properties

H̄
(

Aq
(J)|Z(J)

)

= h̄
(

Â
(J)

)

− h (E) . (10)

By upper bounding the first expression by the entropy rate of
Gaussian process with the same correlation matrix, applying
an all-phase filters to correct the phase of each of the streams
as in (4) and using Lemma 1 we have

h̄
(

Â
(J)

)

≤ h (Y1, ..., YK) , (11)

where the random variablesY1, ..., YK are jointly Gaus-
sian with the same covariance matrix as

{

Ã
(j)
n

}

j∈J
. Using

the properties of the dithered quantization noise we have
h (E) = 1

2 log2
(

2πeσ2
E

)

− 1
2 log2

(

2πe
12

)

. Now by using (5)
and (8) we can show thath (Y1, ..., YK) − 1

2 log2
(

2πeσ2
E

)

equals the PPR rate (RPPR) given in (3), thus

|RDSQ−RB −RPPR| ≤
1

2
log2

(

2πe

12

)

. (12)

For M dimensional lattice quantization (12) still holds when
replacing 1/12 with GM . For a sequence of good lattice
quantizersGM → 1

2πe , and by the optimality of the PPR
scheme for theK-or-L problem we conclude the proof.

Remark 2. We conclude from the proof of Theorem 2 that the
proposed scheme achieves the same performance as the PPR
scheme, not only for|J | = K but for receiving any|J | ≥ K.

V. CONCLUSION

We considered the use of sub-Nyquist sampling as a low-
complexity substitute for random binning in symmetric mul-
tiple description coding. We conclude that although both
random binning and sampling are lossless operations (when
receiving at leastK descriptions), they have a different impact
on the distortion. While random binning does not affect the
distortion at all, when using sub-Nyquist sampling some re-
ceivers suffer from distortion amplification due to nonuniform
sampling. This loss can be avoided in a hybrid coding scheme,
which combines Nyquist-sampled DSQ and random binning.
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